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ABSTRACT 

Soroti government prisons is one of the institutions located in soroti district. Its situated 

approximately 1km along soroti – moroto highway opposite flying school. The institution is 

well known for its key role of safe secure custody and rehabilitation of the offenders while 

placing human rights at the center of their correctional programs. The institution keeps over 

600 inmates over custody and are being rehabilitated and trained in various fields including 

agriculture. A good number of inmates benefitted much from recently concluded industrial 

training because it covered very many sections of agriculture like crop production and 

management, fruit trees, nursery production, poultry and animal production and management 

under crop section, (6) horticultural crops were taught to the inmates. They got good 

production and management skills ranging right from nursery bed preparation and care, seed 

bed preparation, transplanting, weeding, spraying, etc in fruit trees, nursery production, they 

learnt various activities like grafting, potting, bunding, pruning, etc. while in the poultry 

section they learnt feeding of turkeys , vaccination , control of external parasites and many 

others. In animal section also cattle, goats and piggery were subjects of study and several 

activities were done and among others include feeding, deworming, spraying and so on. 

Soroti prison is a very good institution for monitoring students because it has got many 

varieties of activities where students can learn from, they have good facilities, cooperative 

staff, administrators, and above all they have got high level of discipline among the staff and 

the inmates also.  

I therefore recommend that the university should send their students in large numbers next 

time. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

Introduction  

It’s the policy of Busitema university to always send its students pursuing certificate in 

General Agriculture to various institutions dealing Agricultural related fields such as farm 

schools agricultural research stations and any Governmental and non-governmental 

organizations dealing in agricultural related programs through issuing introductory letters 

to the concerned stakeholders. 

In this regard, I have to proceed for my IT after completing one year of my course in 

order to fulfill the university curriculum 

 

The university`s mandate is to ensure that each student after completing one year of the 

course is to get exposure to the field through interacting with the community by 

sensitization , dissemination of information learnt from school to the farmers at the grass 

roots as well as learning from the farmers , it’s expected of each student to compile and 

write a well-documented report based on facts of finding for easy assessment and at the 

same time services as a source of reference to the university. 

 

1.2 Reporting and Orientation 

Upon receiving my introduction letter, I decided to conduct my IT in Uganada 

Government prison within soroti municipality. At the scene of the IT I was received and 

welcomed by OC and I was the only student. The OC then took me for orientation and 

familiarization tour and introduced me to some top administrators and gave me a brief 

expert of the place which became a stepping stone for us to build my report upon.  

 

 

1.3 Back ground of soroti government prisons and its location  

Soroti government prisons falls under the institution of Uganda prison service which is 

under the ministry of international affairs currently Uganda prisons which was formed 

way back in 1896 under king Rifle. For the purpose of effective administration, .it was 

decided that the institution should be spread the whole country into smaller units in this 

respect, there comes soroti government prisons which was built in 1948. 

Its located approximately 1km along soroti- moroto highway opposite the flying school. 


